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An issue arising with the January 2011 flood in South Queensland was the effectiveness of the Queensland Flood 

Commission of Inquiry [QFCI], as an investigative process, in determining improved flood mitigation works and 

control procedures for future flood events. A $16 million class action has since been initiated in the Courts, 

making claims about the 2011 event that challenge the basic technical findings by the QFCI. The releases from 

the Callide Dam during Feb 2015, that reportedly constituted a two (2) metre flood wave that destroyed property 

and businesses in downstream communities, has drawn a new inquiry and possible class action into whether the 

lessons from the 2013 flood and from the QFCI have been learned by relevant Queensland Authorities. The 

Callide Dam Inquiry was not a quasi-judicial inquiry, but was conducted by a government official with 

responsibility for effecting emergency responses to floods. There has also been an inquiry into the QFCI findings 

from its investigation of the catastrophic flooding of Grantham. This paper evaluates the strengths and possible 

deficiencies in the technical outputs from the Queensland Flood Commission of Inquiry, and the factors of 

technical expertise and legal process that may have contributed to possible deficiencies. Other formats for 

conducting inquiry into technical issues using combinations of technical expertise and legal process are outlined, 

and these are considered for their potential for achieving improved technical outcomes. The paper concludes that 

independence of inquiry into technical issues is critical for optimum resolution of those technical issues.  

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The engineer who served as one of three commissioners on the Queensland Flood Commission of Inquiry 

[QFCI] into the January 2011 flood, was reported in the media to have informed the Australian National 

Committee on Large Dams, in October 2012, that (Breusch [1], McMahon [2]): 

‘The Flood Commission was a terrible system for inquiry into anything.’  

The generic difficulties that judicial processes can have investigating technical issues arose for the public in 

Australia, through the much publicized inquiries into the death of Azaria Chamberlain (McMahon [3]). In that 

saga of scientific processes within various judicial contexts, the scientific conclusion was reached that what was 

in fact rust proofing compound became in law baby’s blood. The credibility of combining technical and legal 

investigative processes, as with the death of baby Azaria, became an issue again in the processes of the QFCI. 

From a technical perspective, the processes used to respond to the 1974 Brisbane Flood appear to have gained 

greater confidence amongst engineers and the public. Those processes were conducted outside of any judicial 

construct. The need to protect the legal rights of individuals, however, during investigations where organisations 

with responsibilities for protecting the public may be held accountable, must be respected. 

This paper looks at the elements of legal or judicial process, and of technical analysis, that might lead 

quasi-judicial inquiries generally to suboptimal decisions on technical issues, and how inquiries might be 

structured to ensure the best prospects for credible scientific outcomes arising from such inquiries. 

An overview of the strengths and possible deficiencies in the technical outputs from the QFCI, concerning 

flooding on the Brisbane River, is offered. The factors of technical expertise and legal process that may have 

contributed to possible deficiencies are explored. Forms of inclusion, by engineering, scientific and technical 

disciplines in judicial processes, are discussed, so as to identify any improved approach to such inquiries.  

2 TECHNICAL ISSUES 

A class action claiming damages arising from the January 2011 flood for hundreds of Brisbane residents has 

been announced (Morrison [4]) and initiated. The stated bases of technical and legal arguments for the litigation 

appear to dismiss the findings of QFCI on critical matters. It has been forecast that the defendant, the 

Queensland Government, will be criticised for both what occurred (or did not occur) before the flood, as well as 

for what happened during the flood control operations at Wivenhoe Dam. Examples of technical matters at issue, 

drawn from the inputs selected by QFCI, the processes used by QFCI, and the outputs from the QFCI, follow. 



2.1 Inputs: eg Risk Management 

QFCI may have failed to employ Risk Management constructs to the technical issue of forecasting rainfalls, 

inflows, Dam levels and Dam releases. This issue was explored by Honert & McEneney [5] and McMahon [6]. 

        One of the technical experts questioned at hearings by the QFCI had included Risk Management in their 

statement of expertise (QFCI [7], p442). At the hearing, this expert answered a question about rainfall forecasts, 

stating that the weight that should be given to the rainfall forecasts was a ‘matter of opinion’. But the next 

expected question, ‘What is your opinion?’ was not asked (QFCI [8], p5571). This may have been the closest 

that QFCI came to considering Risk Management practices for deciding on forecasts of rainfalls (and releases).  

2.2 Processes: eg, The Base Case 

QFCI may have failed to model a re-enactment of the event at Wivenhoe Dam for the case where the Flood 

Operations Manual had been followed. The technical issue here is not sequencing and progression through the 

lower level flood storages, which led to allegations concerning technical evidence given. The technical issue in 

mind in this paper is the requirement, stipulated by the Manual, that decisions on Dam releases were to be based 

on the best available rainfall forecast (QFCI [9], p56/57.). QFCI found that this requirement was not followed, 

but may not have informed itself, or the public, as to what would have been the flood levels if the Manual had 

been followed. This appears to be a prominent basis for claims made in the class action (Solomons [10]). A  re-

enactment would appear to be an automatic first step for a comprehensive forensic analysis of a flood operation.  

        Prior to the flood, the engineering rationale in force had been a risk management [RM] approach. 

Principally, the Flood Operations Manual required that the decision on Dam releases be based upon the best 

available rainfall forecast (‘most probable’ forecast in RM terminology [6]). In the legal context, legislation may 

have required that such decisions be based upon the best available rainfall forecast (Qld Government [11], s379). 

2.3 Processes: eg Hydrodynamic Modelling  

The QFCI may have failed to deal with well-credentialed criticism of the modeling of flood levels and flows 

along the Brisbane River, completed by or for the QFCI. This criticism was in submissions made by the 

originators of the hydrodynamic model used by QFCI (Szylkarsli & van Kalken, [12]). The criticism was raised 

unsuccessfully with the QFCI, from the gallery at the Commission hearings, by the Flood Affected Businesses 

and Households (FABAH) group.  

        The criticism of the modeling, coming from the originating firm for the model being used, appears to have 

had an authority in technical terms that an investigative authority might be expected to respect. This may not 

have occurred, as the originators were not called before the public hearings to give evidence. QFCI accepted 

criticisms as ‘limitations’ on the results from its modeling (eg, [7], p527) when an abandonment of the modeling 

framework being used by QFCI was another alternative. 

2.4 Output: eg Training  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Forecast of Dam levels       Figure 2: Actual Release Rates & Case C       Figure 3: Case G1 

 

QFCI may have failed to identify disadvantages that may have occurred, in the flood control operations, because 

the training that had been conducted by the operating authority had not included flood scenarios as large as the 

January 2011 flood event ([9], p57). Figure 1 (SEQWater [13]; appA, p136, with ‘W4’ trigger added) describes a 



situation that will develop for the flood control operations with every flood that triggers the ‘W4’ operating rules 

for protecting the Dam – forecasts of Dam levels based on rainfall forecasts will identify that the ‘W4’ trigger is 

likely, before Dam level forecasts that ignore rainfall forecasts will identify the ‘W4’ trigger. The 2011 flood 

was the first flood event on record to initiate this ‘W4’ trigger.  

        McMahon [14] observed that, whenever Wivenhoe Dam reached the W4 Save-the-Dam operating trigger 

(see Figure 1), under rules that ignored forecasts of future rainfall, a spike in outflows occurred at that transition 

to W4 rules. Figures 2 and 3 circle these spikes for the 2011 flood itself, and for two scenarios run for the QFCI. 

This spike in releases from Wivenhoe Dam appears to be the primary focus of the Class Action – QFCI reported 

the peak release as rising quickly from 2900 cumecs approx. to 7500 cumecs, while the Class Action is claiming 

that it rose to 11561 cumecs. The blue line scenarios, C and G1, in Figs 2 & 3 were chosen because they were 

derived from reservoir routing modelling for QFCI using operating rules that ignored forecasts of future rainfall. 

        It may be probable that this spike release phenomenon would also have been observed by flood authorities 

if training had been conducted, during the years before the 2011 flood, into the ‘W4’ flood control regime.  

2.5 Root Cause  

Both Wivenhoe Dam (overtopping by a flood >80% of the Probable Maximum Flood [PMF]) and Somerset Dam 

(structural if flood gates were used) had known failure modes. QFCI may have failed to appreciate the impact of 

these known failure risks on the rules, practices and psychology of the Dam’s flood control operations.  

 

A review of the methodologies used by the technical (scientific & engineering) professions and by the legal 

profession, to arrive at ‘the truth’ about a technical phenomenon, may serve a purpose here.  

3 GETTING TO THE FACTS 

3.1 The Scientific Method 

Engineers & scientists as a profession follow the scientific method in coming to the ‘facts’, as best as these are 

understood at the current state-of-the-art. Table 1 sets out the steps to the scientific method. 

 

Table 1: The Steps to Inquiry Using the Scientific Method (Science Buddies [17]) 
1. State the 

Question 

2. Research 

Background 

3. Formulate the 

Hypothesis 

4. Design 

Experiment 

5. Test by 

Experiment 

6. Analyze 

the Results 

7.Communicate 

the Results 

 

The scientific method might be characterized by ‘proving the proposition by testing’. This testing culture 

is supported by notions like repeatability (a scientific outcome must be repeatable), falsifiability (a possibility of 

both disproof and verification of the scientific proposition) and verificationism (knowledge can only be gained 

through observation). In testing, the negative test is more powerful than another positive confirmation. A failure 

to test for the negative result, or a failure to submit the details of the hypothesis or the experiment to inspection, 

may act to remove a technical investigation from the regime of the scientific method, it is here proposed.  

3.2 The Methods of the Legal Profession 

Two approaches taken by lawyers to seeking ‘the truth’ need to be described here. 

3.2.1 The Quasi-Judicial Inquiry, (as was employed for the QFCI) 

In this system, a partnership of roles is set up between the Commissioner and the Counsel Assisting, which is 

designed to press witnesses for information without involving the Commissioner too greatly in the ‘pressing’ 

process. This acts to preserve the independence of the Commissioner for the judgment. The approach taken by 

any pairing of Commissioner and Counsel Assisting is not firmly formulated, and significant variation in 

respective roles with different inquiries has been observed (Dunning [18]).    

        The inquiry framework has the potential for the victims to influence the nature and direction of inquiries 

made (by submission). The discretion, however, as to what lines of inquiry are taken, what evidence is gathered 

and which witnesses are questioned is left largely to the Counsel Assisting, largely in the pre-hearing and out-of-

hearing processes. The Commissioner also has impact here, by deciding which parties have a right of standing 

before the hearings (and which do not have such rights). Parties with standing can present argument, witnesses 

and evidence that protects their rights and interests. Parties without standing are denied such protections. 



3.2.2 The Adversarial Contest at Litigation, (as is to occur with the proposed Class Action).  

The greater numbers of lawyers operate within the well-developed rules of the adversarial system. Here, the 

affected parties have the right to select the evidence which, and the witnesses who, will be presented to court. 

The judge is kept largely uninvolved in these issues, save for adjudicating over admissibility of certain evidence, 

if contested. A contest is established, where each party has the opportunity to test and to counter the propositions 

put by the other party. The fairness of the contest is ensured by the practice of disclosure of all relevant 

documents to the other party prior to the hearing.  

        It is this opportunity, to test the evidence offered by their opponent in a contest, which is the principal 

argument for preserving the adversarial system in British sourced legal jurisdictions, and for thus rejecting the 

inquisitorial processes used by judges in most European jurisdictions.  

3.3 The Comparison of the Scientific and Legal Methods  

The Scientific Method and the Adversarial Litigation System both rely of testing, and both require disclosure (or 

communication) of the information relevant to those tests. This combination allows all parties with an interest in 

the science or in the legal proceeding to use their knowledge to influence the outcome of that progressive 

development towards the final proposition accepted by that testing. The parties who are driving the processes for 

testing are effectively in opposition. 

        There are still some important differences. The testing in the laboratory and in the court room can have 

different standards. The iterations towards a final judgment must be achieved within one event at law, the 

hearing, but are subjected to continuing assessment under the scientific method of inquiry.  

        The Quasi-Judicial Inquiry, by contrast, depends on the judgments of two legal practitioners, a 

Commissioner and Counsel Assisting, acting cooperatively in complementary roles, as to which technical 

arguments are aired, which are not aired, and which may be suppressed. The effectiveness of this cooperation 

appears to depend upon their independence from the interests of any party, but also upon their ability to 

comprehend the technical issues into which they are driving their inquiry.  

4 THE RESPONSE BY ENGINEERING COMMUNITIES 

Engineering and engineers may have responded differently after the 2011 flood, under the context of a quasi-

judicial inquiry, than what occurred in 1974 (and since 1974), when the profession was left to its own traditional 

scientific and engineering methods to deal with the investigation what happened during the 1974 flood events.  

The focus here is ‘getting to the facts’ of a technical nature within legal processes. A full appreciation of 

the issues with the QFCI may need to contemplate whether or not legal imperatives influenced the technical 

processes used by the technical professions to ‘get at the (technical) facts’. Such contemplations may identify 

any differences in behaviour by engineering bodies when inside of and when outside of a judicial context, if this 

may have been a cause of all or any of the differences in technical processes and thinking referred to below. 

Up to the time of the 2011 flood, the community of public sector engineering organisations and their 

consultants had appeared to have come, independently, to the dominant view that rainfall forecasts should be 

considered when operating the Wivenhoe Dam. The evidence of that dominance of view was the requirements of 

the Flood Manual. Immediately after the flood, the opinion that was dominant from the same engineering 

community was the opposite to the requirements of the Manual – forecast rainfalls should not be used, it was 

maintained. What was surprising was the absence of any strength of voice from those who had written the 

Manual. Submissions were received by QFCI from outside of that public sector community in support of the 

Manual on this technical issue, but were not aired on the QFCI’s website or at any hearing. But very little was 

offered in support of the Manual by the organisations who wrote and approved the Manual.  

Secondly, up to the time of the 2011 flood, flood engineering practitioners had been presenting to 

engineering authorities, and taking from engineering studies, estimates of the 1in100 Annual Exceedance 

Probability [AEP], and had been doing this for four decades since the 1974 flood. These estimates had been used 

in engineering works and in legal processes (eg, City of Brisbane Flood Mitigation Works Approval Act). A 

prominent advice was tendered by Mein et al [16] – the 1in100AEP was 3.3m ± 0.5m, (2.8m to 3.8m), and a a 

Monte Carlo analysis was recommended to reduce the range of estimates. During the QFCI, however, a similar 

group of prominent hydrologists and hydraulic specialists from around Australia was called together by the 

QFCI [15]. A lawyer (Senior Counsel) chaired the meeting. QFCI asked for confirmation as to whether the 

1in100 AEP flood at the Brisbane City Gauge was still 3.3m AHD, or whether the 1in100 AEP was now 4.32m 

AHD, one metre higher, as was being modeled by QFCI. The technical group replied to QFCI that the group 



could not offer an opinion without a Monte Carlo analysis. Thus in 2003, engineering organisations were given a 

1in100 AEP flood estimate without a Monte Carlo analysis, but, in 2011, a quasi-judicial inquiry was advised 

that a 1in100 AEP estimate was not available without the completion of a Monte Carlo analysis. This was so in a 

situation where the new QFCI 1in100 AEP estimate lay well outside the confidence range of the former estimate.  

Thirdly, Engineers Australia [EA] has not conducted a technical conference focused on the Flood. This is 

opposite to the initiatives taken post the 1974 flood by the Institution of Engineers Australia, which organized a 

Flood Conference within 7 months. That 1974 Conference is being referenced in today’s post flood reviews.  

EA, however, still had to deal with differences amongst its members about certain technical issues arising 

in the QFCI. On one issue, for example, an EA entity decided, using democratic processes, to acknowledge the 

differences amongst members, to accept a technical committee’s opinion given without reasons, to refuse 

detailed reasons sought by flood specialists for that technical opinion, and not to return to the issue again. 

Some of these actions by engineering groups and communities may or may not indicate a reneging of the 

scientific method by an adoption of democratic or adversarial processes, and / or a conservativism in 

adjudicating upon the state-of-the-art in flood engineering, and / or a withdrawal from providing opinion, when 

placed within a legal environment. The risk that these types of reaction may occur, however, amongst those 

technical experts needed by legal processes to provide the best technical advice, is a concern for the overall 

effectiveness of judicial proceedings on technical issues.  

5 ALTERNATIVE METHODS FOR STRUCTURING INQUIRIES 

A class action claiming damages for a large number of Brisbane residents arising from the January 2011 flood 

has been announced (Morrison, 2013). The stated bases of technical and legal arguments for the litigation appear 

to dismiss the findings of QFCI on critical matters. It has been forecast that the defendant, the Queensland 

Government, will be criticised for both what occurred (or did not occur) before the flood, as well as for what 

happened during the flood control operations at Wivenhoe Dam. 

5.1 The Quasi-Judicial Inquiry 

The QFCI was headed by a sitting Court of Appeal judge. This is the form of inquiry that the QFCI may have 

become during its convergence towards its final report, as the two non-legal commissioners lost influence. The 

engineering commissioner is reported to have stated to his dam engineer colleagues [1]: 

‘We had a lot more input into the interim report, but the final report turned out to be something 

different’. 

In general, this form of inquiry lacks internal engineering expertise in its planning and conduct – termed the 

‘zero (technical knowledge) content’ approach. The struggle of legal professionals with technical concepts for 

which they have no formal training or experience, is the vulnerability for this approach. The engineering 

commissioner opined that ([2] and [3]):  

While the Commission employed up to sixty legal staff, they struggled to understand what the flood 

engineers were trying to achieve. 

The Commissioner herself, on day 3 of 68 days of hearings, described herself as ‘completed (sic) confused’ 

during the hearing of evidence on the non-use of rainfall forecasts ([8] p162).  

The logical response is to call technical experts to give evidence to this type of Inquiry. Its vulnerability on 

technical issues, however, may still lead to failures. Examples from the QFCI may include: 

1. The failure to inquire using all relevant technical specialties - Risk Management may have been omitted 

from the investigations made by the QFCI. 

2. Resolving technical issues by an invalid process – a simple count of experts for & against the State’s 

technical proposition. This scoring appears to have led to Lindy Chamberlain being imprisoned, [5-2]. 

Any fault in this regard by the QFCI may also have arisen, at least in part, from QFCI’s application of legal 

principles. The failure of the flood affected communities of Brisbane to gain standing before the QFCI, 

disenabling them from adducing evidence and questioning witnesses at the hearings of QFCI, may have resulted 

in important technical concepts failing to obtain a public hearing. In illustrating this point, it was the Brisbane 

victim group, FABAH, that tried to introduce, from the gallery, criticisms of QFCI’s modeling, criticisms made 

by no less an authority than the originators of QFCI’s model. 

The professional community also has played an important part on past occasions where legal inquiries and 

their choices of experts may have been providing doubtful technical advice. Lindy Chamberlain benefited from 

the strong and continuing support of the Academy of Science. This august body understood that the scientific 



method was violated once the set of technical experts for the State destroyed the slides of the compounds taken 

from the Chamberlain’s car. For the QFCI, Macquarie University went public with their advice on risk 

management, stressing the distinction between a bad outcome that arises from a good decision concerning the 

risks at issue, and a bad decision that ignores the risk approach. Engineers Australia, by comparison, have stated 

a position opposite to that from Macquarie University, but is not requiring its technical committee to explain its 

reasoning to its members generally, nor to some of its members and honorary officers with experience in 

controlling floods through dams. 

A good outcome from the judge/QC-led Inquiry format appears to require the full involvement of the 

technical community. That involvement needs to be fostered, by the ‘zero (technical) content’ lawyers in charge. 

If the legal context, however, is influencing technical communities to operate outside of the scientific method - 

for example, by failing to disclose their reasoning for technical positions - then the judge/QC-led Inquiry 

mechanism on technical issues may be tragically flawed. 

5.2 The Joint Commission 

The Joint Commission appears to have been the original design for the QFCI. Non-legal commissioners bring 

technical knowledge to the bench. Non-legal practitioners might also be considered as an option for sharing the 

critical role of Counsel Assisting. There are, however, challenges to be overcome with this approach. 

        Firstly, independence, including avoidance of persons with real or perceived conflicts of interest, needs to 

be assured for any confidence to be gained in the intent of an inquiry. The selection of the engineer 

commissioner for the QFCI drew immediate concerns about conflicts of interest, in the media and in submissions 

to the QFCI. The concerns were about consultancy work for the Dam operator, and also for past involvement in 

the decisions by ANCOLD to change the standard of design for the overtopping of rockfill Dams. During the 

Inquiry, the engineer commissioner was suspended from acting in that capacity. Independence is the benefit that 

the legal profession is in a better position to bring to judgments about technical issues. Jurists are, in function, 

professional independents. The absence of independence in the jurists may turn a flawed process into a process 

of considerable risk. The major risk is that sub-optimal engineering practice may become a requirement imposed 

by law. Future practitioners might then be required by law to flood Brisbane, rather than to mitigate any flood.  

        There may be an issue that the engineering profession does not appreciate the nature of a ‘perceived’ 

conflict of interest. QFCI ([7] p511-521) made multiple criticisms of review procedures followed by the operator 

that raised the issue of independence. ‘Independence is essential to a credible review process’, the lawyer wrote. 

Further, some engineers serving on the technical committee advising Engineers Australia may also have had the 

same and similar or equivalent involvement with the Dam operator and its staff as did the engineer commissioner 

and engineers mentioned by the QFCI. These engineers too may not have withdrawn from the advisory function 

performed for EA. Engineers may have a professional culture that assumes within its own ranks that all 

individuals act with absolute integrity. Legal procedures, however, require that weight be given to perceptions 

and apprehensions by others (ie, the ordinary person on the Clapham omnibus acquainted with the facts), as well 

as to the integrity of the individuals under inspection. The media too follow and report perceptions. 

        Secondly, the engineer selected for the inquiry role needs to have the appropriate expertise. The well-

respected Inquiry into the Longford gas plant explosion [19] selected as a full commissioner the Operations 

Manager from another prominent commercial organisation involved in gas plant operations. The QFCI, by 

comparison, had witnesses with prior involvement in controlling floods through dams, but may not have had on 

its own team independent experts with experience in operating dams during flooding.  

        These caveats accepting, the Joint Commission format (for both Commissioner and Counsel Assisting) has 

greater capability for a good result from inquiries into technical issues. It was probably Justice Murphy who 

demonstrated best the innocence of Lindy Chamberlain. From the bench of the High Court, His Honour, with an 

Honours degree in science, abandoned a lawyer’s reliance on legal precedents, and pulled out a basic biology 

text in support of his decision to acquit. Justice Murphy was proved to be correct when the baby Azaria’s tunic 

was found near Uluru (Ayer’s Rock), but he was outvoted by zero technical content lawyers when on the full 

Bench of Australia’s High Court [3].  

5.3 The Professional Court 

The releases from the Callide Dam during Feb 2015, that reportedly constituted a two (2) metre flood wave that 

destroyed property and businesses in downstream communities, has drawn a new inquiry and possible class 

action into whether the lessons from the 2013 flood and from the QFCI have been learned by relevant 



Queensland Authorities. The Callide Dam Inquiry was not a quasi-judicial inquiry, but was conducted by a 

government official with responsibility for effecting emergency responses to floods. Professional ‘courts’ may 

be on the sidelines of the continuing 2011 Flood issue. The Board of Professional Engineers in Queensland 

initiated review procedures on one matter. Engineers Australia invited members who were criticizing public 

statements to the media made by other members, to lodge formal complaints under EA’s disciplinary process 

(Orton [20]). No such complaints have yet been lodged.  

Professional ‘courts’ may be on the sidelines of the continuing 2011 Flood issue. The Board of Professional 

Engineers in Queensland initiated review procedures on one matter. Engineers Australia invited members who 

were criticizing public statements to the media made by other members, to lodge formal complaints under EA’s 

disciplinary process (Orton [20]). No such complaints have yet been lodged. 

        The perceived independence of these professional ‘courts’ again may be an issue. In choosing a consultant 

to carry out flood analyses for the Callide Inquiry, the government stated its preference for a supplier that 

‘should not have previously undertaken any work for (the Dam operator) and preferably not have had any 

employee previously engaged by (the Dam operator) as either an employee, contractor or subcontractor’.  

        In proposing the notion of a professional court, however, the author has in mind more the professional court 

used by the Australian Defence Force, the Court Martial. In the court martial, the professionals on the bench 

benefit from the addition to the bench of a Judge Advocate, a legal professional, who advises the court martial on 

the legal propriety of proposed actions by the bench of professionals. The Defence Force, however, lost control 

of these processes, after a Senate Inquiry into the fairness of the military justice provided by this arrangement 

(FADTRC [21]). The allegations to the Senate included the loss by officers of their military careers because of 

how they voted on the bench of particular courts martial. Formerly appointing a legal professional to advise a 

‘Professional Court’ may have its advantages – the Callide Inquiry, for example, may have allowed the Dam 

operator to redact the storage curve for the Dam on the Operation and Maintenance Manual for the Dam, under 

the basis that release of the storage curve ‘may represent a risk to infrastructure security or safety if made 

public’. An equivalent to a Judge Advocate, with a similar role, formerly appointed on the Callide Inquiry, may 

have lifted this public Inquiry above such adversarial positions.  

5.4 The Stage by Stage Investigation  

The two Grantham Flood inquiries may be an example. A first engineering study from QFCI was reviewed by an 

engineering expert who was then invited to review the technical investigation conducted for the second Inquiry 

[31]. This is what may finally be the pattern to all investigations into the January 2011 flood on the Brisbane 

River. The second stage, of course, may be the $15million class action that is gathering enormous amounts of 

technical data and analysis for a new judicial proceeding conducted along adversarial lines in a ‘normal’ court 

room. The QFCI may have only been stage 1 for the court case that will probably provide the representation to 

the flood affected parties in Brisbane that the QFCI refused.  

        The class action, however, is still a legal proceeding, not a technical proceeding. Further, it is being funded 

on a commercial or profit-making basis, not on a public interest basis [4]. For example, the recovery of costs by 

the class action may depend upon whether or not the claims for damages made are reduced by the judgment of 

the court. The class action thus may make conservative estimates of any reduction in flood levels if the Manual 

had been followed. Further, the legal concept of ‘remoteness’ may limit the links that the court will accept 

between the actual flood levels and any proven insufficiencies in flood control preparations before the flood 

occurred – for example, a failure to train for the flooding case where the Dam is under risk of being overtopped. 

        An improvement upon this staging of Quasi-Judicial Inquiry followed by a class action, may be a First 

Stage of an Open Engineering Analysis, such as was conducted by the profession after the 1974 flood. This 

could then be followed by a Stage 2 Quasi-Judicial Inquiry informed of the opposing engineering propositions 

by the proceedings of Stage 1. The technical studies of Wivenhoe operations and of Brisbane River flooding now 

underway within government may test this format – have investigations returned to a 1974-type environment, or 

are events being influenced in any way by the continuing legal context of an imminent class action?  

        The issues are significant for public safety. It appears conceivable that a wrong outcome from legal 

processes may require engineer operators, by law, to use bad practices. Our practitioners may be forced by law to 

flood Brisbane in order to save the Dam in situations where best practice could have avoided both disasters. Best 

practice in the design of rockfill Dams – no overtopping – may also be thean issue.  



6 CONCLUSIONS 

An effective format for the conduct of public interest investigations, established by Executive Government under 

the Commissions of Inquiry Act 1950, into technical issues of flooding, requires: 

 Technical expertise in support of the functions of the Commissioner / Counsel Assisting; 

 Technical experts independent of the parties to the Inquiry, free of any real or perceived conflicts of interest 

regarding either the parties under inspection or the engineering practices under trial; 

 Technical investigations conducted subject to the principles of the scientific method, including the 

disclosure of data and analysis to the profession and to the public whose interest is to be served; 

 The conduct of the Inquiry subject to legal principles, including the Hearing Rule of natural justice, applied 

to both the organisations under inspection as well as to the victims of the natural disaster. 
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